Their summary is a little different than what I had taken as notes because Hanny Verstynen suggested some changes and I thought they were good ideas.

If you don’t or if this does not seem to be what we agreed upon or should be doing please let me know.
TO: 106/Paul Holloway  
102/Lee Beach

FROM: 113/Jerry Creedon

RE: Cocaine Found on 757

Several of us, APG/External Affairs/IOG, got together yesterday and agreed on the following:

1. Harry Verstynen/John White is the point of contact for answering questions about the incident.

2. Harry/John will put out information summaries as appropriate.

3. Harry will chair a fact-finding group consisting of:
   
   Harry
   People from Harry's organization
   O. J. Cole
   Cam Martin
   Dave Caplan/Jeremy Becker-Welts

   This committee is really just to assemble all the facts; e.g., we did not inspect, at Las Vegas, the compartment where the cocaine was found.

   By this means, we can assure ourselves that we are completely uninvolved and couldn't be blind-sided later by any allegations. Hopefully this will be complete by COB, March 30, 1994.

4. Kristin Hessenius, Jerry Creedon, and Sid Pauls will review the facts from Team 3 to provide an independent check on assuring we can't be blind-sided by any later developments.

[Signature]
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